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Abstract. We have studied the hydration of sulfuric acid

– ammonia and sulfuric acid – dimethylamine clusters us-

ing quantum chemistry. We calculated the formation en-

ergies and thermodynamics for clusters of one ammonia or

one dimethylamine molecule together with 1–2 sulfuric acid

and 0–5 water molecules. The results indicate that dimethy-

lamine enhances the addition of sulfuric acid to the clus-

ters much more efficiently than ammonia when the number

of water molecules in the cluster is either zero, or greater

than two. Further hydrate distribution calculations reveal

that practically all dimethylamine-containing two-acid clus-

ters will remain unhydrated in tropospherically relevant cir-

cumstances, thus strongly suggesting that dimethylamine as-

sists atmospheric sulfuric acid nucleation much more effec-

tively than ammonia.

1 Introduction

The fourth assessment report of the Intergovernmental Panel

on Climate Change concludes that aerosols remain the dom-

inant uncertainty in predicting radiative forcing and climate

change (Intergovermental Panel for Climate Change, 2007;

for a recent supplementary to the fourth IPCC report see

e.g. The Copenhagen Diagnosis, 2009). Furthermore, mod-

eling studies indicate that over the continents, around 30%

of the total aerosol particle budget forms in the atmosphere
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(Spracklen et al., 2006). However, despite its importance,

the comprehension of the very first steps of aerosol particle

formation, i.e. the microscopic understanding of nucleation,

is still vague.

Currently, it is thought that the key ingredients in new-

particle formation in the troposphere are sulfuric acid and

water. Sulfuric acid concentrations have been observed to

correlate with new-particle formation rates in a large variety

of conditions (e.g., Weber et al., 1996, 1997; Kulmala et al.,

2006; Sihto et al., 2006; Riipinen et al., 2007) and the ubiq-

uitous water is most likely involved (Kulmala et al., 2004).

It is also known, based on both experimental and theoret-

ical results, that most of the observed new-particle forma-

tion events can not be explained by electrically neutral binary

sulfuric acid-water nucleation alone. Therefore, atmospheric

nucleation mechanisms have been proposed to involve con-

tributions from ions, ammonia or various organic compounds

(Korhonen et al., 1999; Kavouras et al., 1999; Kulmala et al.,

2000; Yu and Turco, 2000).

Recently, the role of ions in atmospheric nucleation pro-

cesses has been in the focus of intensive debate. There

has been some controversy over the percentage contribution

of ion-induced nucleation, with a few studies claiming that

ion-induced nucleation dominates (e.g., Kazil et al., 2006;

Yu and Turco, 2008) and others finding contributions of 1–

10% (e.g., Iida et al., 2006; Manninen et al., 2009). Re-

cent observational studies (Kulmala et al., 2010) demonstrate

a non-existent correlation between cosmic rays – the primary

source of ions in the atmosphere – and nucleation rates or

particle formation event frequencies, strongly suggesting that

ion-induced nucleation pathways play only a minor role.
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The role of ammonia in atmospheric nucleation has also

been extensively discussed lately. At the moment, experi-

ments and theoretical calculations are in qualitative agree-

ment, stating that ammonia has a modest enhancing effect on

sulfuric acid-water nucleation (Anttila et al., 2005; Kurtén et

al., 2007b; Torpo et al., 2007; Nadykto et al., 2007; Ball et

al., 2007). However, this effect is too small to explain the

observed particle formation rates in the atmosphere. Clearly,

there is a need for some other compounds to explain atmo-

spheric observations. These compounds should also stabilize

the sulfuric acid solution in the way that the saturation vapour

pressure of sulfuric acid over the freshly formed particles is

very small.

One such prominent possibility are the amines. Be-

sides ammonia, amines are one of the few basic compounds

present in the atmosphere, and as such can be expected to

bind strongly to sulfuric acid.

Recent field (Mäkelä et al., 2001; Smith et al., 2008,

2010), laboratory (Murphy et al., 2007; Bzdek et al., 2010;

Wang et al., 2010) and modelling (Barsanti et al., 2009) stud-

ies indicate that various amines might have a significant role

in the formation and subsequent growth of new aerosol par-

ticles. Indeed, some amines may even be more effective than

ammonia in enhancing the particle formation. In addition,

in a recent quantum chemical study involving several amines

possibly present in the vapor phase in the atmosphere, it was

found that all of them formed significantly more strongly

bound structures with sulfuric acid than ammonia (Kurtén

et al., 2008). Although this was expected from e.g. proton

affinity data, it was also demonstrated that dimethylamine

assists the growth of both neutral and ionic clusters in the

H2SO4 coordinate more effectively than ammonia, implying

that amines are more likely to enhance sulfuric acid-water

nucleation (Kurtén et al., 2008).

In this study we have explicitly investigated the hydration

of dimethylamine – containing sulfuric acid clusters using

quantum chemical methods, and compared their structures

and properties to those of equally hydrated sulfuric acid-

ammonia clusters. This study will give new insight espe-

cially on the role of dimethylamine in sulfuric acid driven nu-

cleation in the presence of water, but it also adds new knowl-

edge to the previous research on H2SO4-H2O (e.g., Bandy

and Ianni, 1998; Re et al., 1999; Ding et al., 2003; Al Nat-

sheh et al., 2004; Kurtén et al., 2007a) and H2SO4-NH3-H2O

(e.g., Ianni and Bandy, 1999; Larson et al., 1999; Kurtén et

al., 2007b;) clusters. Focusing particularly on dimethylamine

is a choice guided partly by previous results. For instance,

in one study dimethlyammonium ((CH3)2NH+
2 ) concentra-

tions in accumulation mode aerosol particles during nucle-

ation event days in boreal forest conditions was measured to

be 50 times higher than during non-event days, thus strongly

indicating that dimethylamine was involved in particle for-

mation (Mäkelä et al., 2001). Furthermore, as a disubstituted

amine dimethylamine may be regarded as a sort of “average

amine” with respect to the basicity and the number of hydro-

gen bonds it can form. The choice was also partly guided

by practical limitations: inclusion of e.g. all the other alky-

lamines in this study would be computationally unfeasible.

2 Computational details

The calculations were carried out applying a systematic

multi-step procedure for quantum chemistry (Ortega et al.,

2008) with additional molecular dynamics (MD) simula-

tions. Part of the initial structures were taken from previ-

ous studies when available, and created using chemical in-

tuition when not. However, as the size of the cluster grows,

the number of possible bonding patterns increases rapidly,

and so the task of finding the most stable conformer for

a large cluster becomes nontrivial. To overcome this in-

evitable problem of all quantum chemistry cluster studies, we

used MD simulations to generate additional initial guesses

for all the structures, thus covering the configuration-space

more thoroughly. This was done with the DL POLY 2 pro-

gram (Smith et al., 2002) and custom-built force fields. We

used a simple three-step simulated annealing optimization

method, with the temperatures 1500 K, 200 K and 0.1 K,

taking the relaxed structures after the last step as a guess

structure for the conformer in question. The force-fields

used were non-reactive, so e.g. proton transfer reactions

could not be modeled dynamically and therefore the dif-

ferent stages of deprotonation had to be taken into account

manually by performing simulations of different protona-

tion states for the structures. Force-field parameters and

additional MD simulation details are given in the supple-

mentary material, see http://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/

4961/2010/acp-10-4961-2010-supplement.zip.

Once a fair set of initial guesses (min. 10) for every

structure was collected, we optimized the clusters with the

SIESTA program (Soler et al., 2002), using the BLYP (Miel-

hich et al., 1989) functional and the DZP basis set with

tight convergence criteria (0.01 eV/Ang force tolerance with

a step size of 0.02 Bohr for geometry optimization and

a step size of 0.01 Bohr for frequencies). The BLYP/DZP-

combination for the geometry optimization is based on per-

formance studies for molecular clusters optimization using

the SIESTA program. This particular choice was found to

be the best between accuracy and computational effort (Or-

tega et al., 2008). For each stoichiometry, several of the

most promising (lowest-energy) clusters were then chosen

for single-point energy calculations with the TURBOMOLE

program (Ahlrichs et al., 1989), using the RI-MP2 (Bern-

holdt et al., 1996; Møller and Plesset, 1934) method with

the aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z (Dunning et al., 2001) basis set. Al-

though DFT-methods in general have problems describing

weak interactions arising from dispersion forces, the geome-

tries and vibrational frequencies should be qualitatively re-

liable. The dispersion contribution to the final electronic

energies is then taken into account more faithfully by the
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RI-MP2 calculations. Previously performed basis set extrap-

olation calculations (Kurtén et al., 2007a, b) showed that for

the RI-MP2 method the basis set effects beyond the aug-cc-

pV(T+d)Z level are relatively small, so the chosen basis set

should be accurate enough for our present purposes. Fur-

thermore, as we are primarily interested in relative binding

energies, inaccuraries such as basis set superposition error

have an even smaller effect on our energetics.

Thermal contributions to the Gibbs free energies were esti-

mated using the standard harmonic oscillator and rigid rotor

approximations, with reference conditions of 298.15 K and

1 atm. However, in nature the molecular clusters are far from

rigid or harmonic. We took these physical anharmonicities

into account by scaling the calculated vibrational frequen-

cies, since the explicit calculation of anharmonic vibrational

frequencies for even a medium size cluster is practically im-

possible due to the extremely high computational cost.

For some of the smaller clusters under study (free water,

free sulfuric acid, mono- and dihydrates of sulfuric acid) the

scaling factors were obtained by comparison with high-level

(MP2/aug-cc-pV(D+d)Z level) anharmonic literature values

(Kurtén et al., 2007a). To obtain scaling factors for free

ammonia and dimethylamine, the corresponding anharmonic

frequencies were explicitly calculated using the GAUSSIAN

03 program suite (Gaussian 03, Revision C.02, 2004) at the

MP2/aug-cc-pVDZ level of theory.

For all the individual vibrational frequencies (3N-6 for

molecules/clusters with N atoms) of the abovementioned free

molecules and small clusters, we computed the ratios of the

high-level anharmonic values to the harmonic frequencies

calculated with SIESTA. This yielded an estimate for the de-

viation from the real (anharmonic) vibrations caused by the

harmonic approximation. The scaling factor corresponding

to the structure in question was then constructed by taking an

average of the ratios. Of course, this procedure does not dif-

ferentiate between the differences originating from the har-

monic approximation and those inherent to the methods and

basis sets used for the electronic structure calculation. It is an

inescapable fact that some fraction of the real physical anhar-

monicity is always beyond the reach of even the best imagin-

able computational approach. Since the purpose of this study

is not to investigate the nature of the vibrational anharmonic-

ity per se, but to use applied quantum mechanics to assess the

nucleation enhancing roles of dimethylamine and ammonia,

the use of the scaling procedure described is well justified, as

it provides predictive, qualitative accuracy.

In this study we did not take into account the fact that the

enthaply and entropy are relatively more sensitive to the low-

frequency vibrations, but used the abovementioned scaling

factors as such for the entropies and for the thermal parts of

enthalpies. However, for the zero-point vibrational energy

contribution of the enthalpies, the scaling factor s was modi-

fied to sZPE:

sZPE = 0.5(1+s). (1)

Table 1. The individual scaling factors used in this study; s for the

entropies and thermal parts of enthalpies, and sZPE for the zero-

point vibrational energy contribution of enthalpy. Here “monohy-

drate” refers to the monohydrate of sulfuric acid and “dihydrate” to

the dihydrate of sulfuric acid. The lower part of the table shows a

comparison between the averages of the individual scaling factors

used in this study and other scaling factors for some common ex-

change and correlation functionals (Merrick et al., 2007). However,

the values are not directly comparable as they are obtained using

different procedures.

complex scaling factor scaling factor

s sZPE

water 0.99079 0.99540

ammonia 0.98543 0.99271

dimethylamine 1.00964 1.00482

sulfuric acid 0.99732 0.99866

monohydrate 0.90305 0.95152

dihydrate 0.84271 0.92136

average 0.95482 0.97741

method scaling factor scaling factor

s sZPE

this study 0.9548 0.9774

B-LYP/6-31G(d) 0.9940 1.0135

B-LYP/6-311+G(2df,p) 0.9994 1.0186

B1-LYP/6-31G(d) 0.9561 0.9760

B1-LYP/6-311+G(2df,p) 0.9639 0.9840

B3-LYP/6-31G(d) 0.9613 0.9813

B3-LYP/6-311+G(2df,p) 0.9686 0.9889

O3-LYP/6-31G(d) 0.9617 0.9826

O3-LYP/6-311+G(2df,p) 0.9701 0.9918

This approach seems to capture the qualitative behavior of

the scaling factors generally used for thermal contributions

and zero-point vibrational energies (see for example Grev et

al. (1991), Scott and Radom (1996) and Merrick et al. (2007)

for more discussion on the scaling factors).

The individual scaling factors used in this study are col-

lected in Table 1. Table 1 shows also the averages of the

individual scaling factors used in this study in comparison

with other scaling factors (taken from Merrick et al., 2007)

for the same exchange or correlation functionals as used here.

It should be noted that the scaling factors used in this study

and the literature scaling factors are not directly comparable,

as they are obtained by different procedures. However, it can

be seen that most often the scaling factors used for zero-point

energy contribution are closer to unity than the ones used for

other contributions.

By this, we obtained the scaling factors needed for the

calculations of thermal contributions to the formation ener-

gies for free water, sulfuric acid, ammonia, dimethylamine,

mono- and dihydrates of sulfuric acid. For the other dimer

structures ((H2SO4)2, H2SO4·NH3, H2SO4·(CH3)2NH) we
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Fig. 1. The most stable structures with respect to the forma-

tion free energy 1G (at T =298.15 K and P=1 atm) for clus-

ters consisting of one sulfuric acid and 0–5 water molecules: (a)

H2SO4, (b) H2SO4·H2O, (c) H2SO4·(H2O)2, (d) H2SO4·(H2O)3,

(e) H2SO4·(H2O)4, (f) H2SO4·(H2O)5.

used the scaling factors of the monohydrate. For other struc-

tures with more than two molecules, we used the scaling fac-

tors of the dihydrate. This will introduce some extra inac-

curacy to the scheme, but as it is probable that the relative

differences in scaling factors get smaller as the size of the

clusters grows, the effect for qualitative accuracy is consid-

ered to be negligible. In general, the uncertainty in the abso-

lute formation free energies obtained as described above can

be several kilocalories per mole. However, in this study we

are mainly interested in the the relative formation free ener-

gies, and the uncertainty related to those values is most likely

on the order of 1–2 kcal/mol (see e.g. Kurtén and Vehkamäki,

2008).

The harmonic and anharmonic frequencies, and the deriva-

tion of the scaling factors are given as a supplementary ma-

terial, see http://www.atmos-chem-phys.net/10/4961/2010/

acp-10-4961-2010-supplement.zip.

3 Results and discussion

The electronic energies 1Eelec (at the RI-MP2/aug-cc-

pV(T+d)Z level of theory) and the corresponding thermody-

namical quantities enthalpy 1H , entropy 1S and the Gibbs

free energy 1G (at T =298.15 K and P=1 atm) for the for-

mation of all the complexes under study from individual con-

stituent molecules are presented in Table 2. The most sta-

ble clusters with respect to the Gibbs free energy 1G at

T =298.15 K and P=1 atm are shown in Figs. 1–6. In all the

Figs. 1–6, the a)-structures are the non-hydrated ones, the b)-

structures the monohydrates, the c)-structures the dihydrates,

and so on. The sulfur atoms are depicted in yellow, oxygen

atoms in red, nitrogen atoms in blue, carbon atoms in green

and the hydrogen atoms in white. The hydrogen bonds are

indicated with dotted lines.

Fig. 2. The most stable structures with respect to the for-

mation free energy 1G (at T =298.15 K and P=1 atm) for

clusters consisting of one sulfuric acid with ammonia and 0–

5 water molecules: (a) H2SO4·NH3, (b) H2SO4·NH3·H2O,

(c) H2SO4·NH3·(H2O)2, (d) H2SO4·NH3·(H2O)3, (e)

H2SO4·NH3·(H2O)4, (f) H2SO4·NH3·(H2O)5.

Fig. 3. The most stable structures with respect to the formation

free energy 1G (at T =298.15 K and P=1 atm) for clusters con-

sisting of one sulfuric acid with dimethylamine and 0–5 water

molecules: (a) H2SO4·(CH3)2NH, (b) H2SO4·(CH3)2NH·H2O,

(c) H2SO4·(CH3)2NH·(H2O)2, (d) H2SO4·(CH3)2NH·(H2O)3,

(e) H2SO4·(CH3)2NH·(H2O)4, (f) H2SO4·(CH3)2NH·(H2O)5.

3.1 Acid addition

In order to compare the enhancing (nucleation barrier-

lowering) effects of dimethylamine and ammonia in sulfu-

ric acid-water nucleation, we have calculated the Gibbs free

energies of the addition of one H2SO4 molecule to clus-

ters consisting of one sulfuric acid, ammonia or dimethy-

lamine and 0–5 water molecules. These values are also

compared to the corresponding free energies for clusters

with only sulfuric acid and water. The results, obtained

from the values given in Table 2 as (1G of acid addition)

= 1G(nacids)−1G(nacids −1), where 1G(nacids) is the for-

mation free energy for a complex with nacids sulfuric acid

molecules, are shown in Fig. 7.
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Table 2. The electronic binding energies 1Eelec (at the RI-MP2/aug-cc-pV(T+d)Z level of theory) and the thermochemical parameters

enthalpy 1H, entropy 1S and the Gibbs free energy 1G (at T =298.15 K and P=1 atm) for the formation of molecular clusters under study.

Reaction 1Eelec 1H 1S 1G

(kcal/mol) (kcal/mol) (cal/(mol K)) (kcal/mol)

H2SO4+H2O → H2SO4·H2O −12.04 −11.98 −30.37 −2.93

H2SO4+2H2O → H2SO4·(H2O)2 −24.20 −24.97 −62.74 −6.26

H2SO4+3H2O → H2SO4·(H2O)3 −35.89 −36.66 −99.12 −7.11

H2SO4+4H2O → H2SO4·(H2O)4 −49.79 −49.30 −138.14 −8.11

H2SO4+5H2O → H2SO4·(H2O)5 −58.59 −57.70 −159.92 −10.01

H2SO4+NH3 → H2SO4·NH3 −16.57 −17.87 −29.06 −9.21

H2SO4+NH3+H2O → H2SO4·NH3·H2O −28.05 −29.22 −63.57 −10.26

H2SO4+NH3+2H2O → H2SO4·NH3·(H2O)2 −44.30 −43.78 −99.94 −13.98

H2SO4+NH3+3H2O → H2SO4·NH3·(H2O)3 −55.30 −54.41 −128.30 −16.16

H2SO4+NH3+4H2O → H2SO4·NH3·(H2O)4 −66.30 −64.95 −163.93 −16.07

H2SO4+NH3+5H2O → H2SO4·NH3·(H2O)5 −78.74 −76.05 −193.03 −18.49

H2SO4+(CH3)2NH → H2SO4·(CH3)2NH −24.42 −26.41 −36.36 −15.57

H2SO4+(CH3)2NH+H2O → H2SO4·(CH3)2NH·H2O −40.07 −43.11 −67.16 −23.09

H2SO4+(CH3)2NH+2H2O → H2SO4·(CH3)2NH·(H2O)2 −52.19 −54.01 −103.84 −23.05

H2SO4+(CH3)2NH+3H2O → H2SO4·(CH3)2NH·(H2O)3 −62.30 −63.74 −135.73 −23.28

H2SO4+(CH3)2NH+4H2O → H2SO4·(CH3)2NH·(H2O)4 −75.48 −75.03 −172.53 −23.59

H2SO4+(CH3)2NH+5H2O → H2SO4·(CH3)2NH·(H2O)5 −84.49 −84.72 −208.54 −22.55

2H2SO4 → (H2SO4)2 −18.92 −20.53 −32.69 −10.78

2H2SO4+H2O → (H2SO4)2·H2O −32.86 −35.01 −68.50 −14.59

2H2SO4+2H2O → (H2SO4)2·(H2O)2 −48.35 −49.65 −106.34 −17.95

2H2SO4+3H2O → (H2SO4)2·(H2O)3 −59.94 −60.31 −138.18 −19.11

2H2SO4+4H2O → (H2SO4)2·(H2O)4 −72.56 −72.12 −173.66 −20.34

2H2SO4+5H2O → (H2SO4)2·(H2O)5 −88.35 −86.81 −216.29 −22.32

2H2SO4+NH3 → (H2SO4)2·NH3 −46.20 −47.54 −75.16 −25.13

2H2SO4+NH3+H2O → (H2SO4)2·NH3·H2O −59.81 −60.26 −105.94 −28.68

2H2SO4+NH3+2H2O → (H2SO4)2·NH3·(H2O)2 −68.54 −68.24 −139.90 −26.53

2H2SO4+NH3+3H2O → (H2SO4)2·NH3·(H2O)3 −86.95 −85.86 −183.01 −31.29

2H2SO4+NH3+4H2O → (H2SO4)2·NH3·(H2O)4 −95.83 −93.66 −215.91 −29.28

2H2SO4+NH3+5H2O → (H2SO4)2·NH3·(H2O)5 −109.44 −107.26 −250.69 −32.51

2H2SO4+(CH3)2NH → (H2SO4)2·(CH3)2NH −59.09 −62.78 −76.61 −39.94

2H2SO4+(CH3)2NH+H2O → (H2SO4)2·(CH3)2NH·H2O −70.88 −73.88 −111.48 −40.64

2H2SO4+(CH3)2NH+2H2O → (H2SO4)2·(CH3)2NH·(H2O)2 −80.68 −81.12 −146.83 −37.35

2H2SO4+(CH3)2NH+3H2O → (H2SO4)2·(CH3)2NH·(H2O)3 −97.56 −99.36 −183.84 −44.55

2H2SO4+(CH3)2NH+4H2O → (H2SO4)2·(CH3)2NH·(H2O)4 −110.90 −111.20 −218.66 −46.00

2H2SO4+(CH3)2NH+5H2O → (H2SO4)2·(CH3)2NH·(H2O)5 −120.15 −118.74 −253.70 −43.10

As expected from previous studies (Kurtén et al., 2008),

in the absence of water molecules, dimethylamine enhances

the addition of another sulfuric acid to the cluster much more

effectively than ammonia. Adding water molecules compli-

cates the picture, as the number of possible bonding patterns

in the clusters increases.

At first sight, the relative order of the free energy

changes 1G for the clusters with one water molecules

might seem surprising, since the acid addition energies of

dimethylamine- and ammonia-containing clusters are pre-

dicted to be very similar. The qualitative shape of the curves

can, however, be explained by structural factors. The ad-

dition of another acid to the cluster containing one sulfuric

acid, one ammonia and one water is predicted to promote

a proton transfer reaction from one of the acids to ammo-

nia, leading to a much stronger bonding and thus a strongly

negative free energy change 1G value. For the cluster con-

taining one sulfuric acid, one water and one dimethylamine,

a corresponding increase in bonding strength can not take

place, as our calculations predict proton transfer to have oc-

curred already for the one-acid case. In addition, since the

dimethylammonium ion can only form two hydrogen bonds

(whereas the ammonium ion can in principle form four,

though in practice usually only three), adding another acid to
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Fig. 4. The most stable structures with respect to the formation free

energy 1G (at T =298.15 K and P=1 atm) for clusters consisting

of two sulfuric acids and 0–5 water molecules: (a) (H2SO4)2, (b)

(H2SO4)2·H2O, (c) (H2SO4)2·(H2O)2, (d) (H2SO4)2·(H2O)3, (e)

(H2SO4)2·(H2O)4, (f) (H2SO4)2·(H2O)5.

the dimethylamine-acid-water cluster requires breaking one

of the existing amine-water bonds (compare the b)-structures

in Figs. 1 and 4, 2 and 5, and in 3 and 6).

In the clusters containing two water molecules, proton

transfer already occurs with one sulfuric acid in the presence

of both ammonia and dimethylamine, and our calculations

predict that addition of another acid does not lead to a second

proton transfer, i.e. one of the acids does not dissociate at this

hydration level (see the c)-structures in Figs. 2 and 5, and in

3 and 6). In contrast, for the two-water clusters without any

base molecules, the addition of the second acid causes the

first proton transfer reaction (see the structure c) in Fig. 4),

leading to a slight increase in stability for the plain sulfuric

acid-water clusters, as can be seen from Fig. 7. Similarly to

the case of sulfuric acid, dimethylamine and one water, acid

addition to the dimethylamine-containing two-water cluster

is made relatively less favorable by the need to break one

of the existing amine-water hydrogen bonds. Thus, all three

free energy values for acid addition to the two-water clusters

are relatively similar.

Addition of an acid to the three-water clusters leads

to a second proton transfer for the ammonia- and amine-

containing structures, again increasing the difference be-

tween base-containing and plain sulfuric acid clusters (see

the d)-structures in Figs. 4–6). Furthermore, for clusters con-

taining three or more water molecules, the relative advantage

(with respect to acid addition) of ammonia-containing clus-

ters due to the greater number of H-bonds formed by NH+
4

compared to (CH3)2NH+
2 has disappeared, as both molecules

are fully “saturated” by H-bonds already in the one-acid clus-

ters. Thus, the greater basicity of dimethylamine (which

leads to a greater stabilization of the formed ion pairs) is able

to dominate the formation energetics, and for extensively hy-

drated clusters, dimethylamine enhances sulfuric acid addi-

tion much more effectively than ammonia.

Fig. 5. The most stable structures with respect to the forma-

tion free energy 1G (at T =298.15 K and P=1 atm) for clus-

ters consisting of two sulfuric acids with ammonia and 0–5

water molecules: (a) (H2SO4)2·NH3, (b) (H2SO4)2·NH3·H2O,

(c) (H2SO4)2·NH3·(H2O)2, (d) (H2SO4)2·NH3·(H2O)3, (e)

(H2SO4)2·NH3·(H2O)4, (f) (H2SO4)2·NH3·(H2O)5.

As an interesting detail, our calculations predict that in the

cluster of one acid and one dimethylamine with five waters,

also the other proton of the acid is at least partly transferred,

thus leading to the formation of a sulfate double-ion SO2−
4

(cf. structure f) in Fig. 3). This behavior is not observed in

other clusters. This might be due to the fact that the clus-

ter in question is relatively the most basic and extensively

hydrated one. This implies that one might expect sulfate for-

mation in extensively hydrated clusters of two acids and two

amines. Also, the addition of the second acid to the structure

of one acid, amine and five waters causes rearrangements in

the bonding patterns, leading to a somewhat less negative for-

mation energy.

In a recent first-principles molecular dynamics (FPMD)

study (Anderson et al., 2008) involving 1–2 sulfuric acids

with 6 water molecules and a collection of bases (includ-

ing ammonia and methylamine), it was concluded that in the

clusters containing two sulfuric acids, proton transfer will

always take place, whereas in the clusters containing only

a single sulfuric acid, the transfer will not happen, even in

the presence of ammonia (though proton transfer was pre-

dicted to happen in the presence of methylamine or pyrim-

idine). The first conclusion regarding the two-acid clusters

is in accord with our results presented here, but the latter is

contradictory: our calculations predict deprotonation in the

plain single-acid clusters already with three waters, and in

the clusters of single acid and ammonia with two waters or

more (cf. Figs. 1–2).

In Anderson et al. (2008), the difference between

FPMD results and previous quantum chemistry studies

(where minimum-energy geometries were used, as here)

was attributed to dynamic effects. Test calculations on

H2SO4·(H2O)5 clusters at the BLYP/TZVPP level (corre-

sponding to the method used in the FPMD study) tentatively

support this conclusion, as the minimum-energy geometry
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Fig. 6. The most stable structures with respect to the formation free

energy 1G (at T =298.15 K and P=1 atm) for clusters consisting

of two sulfuric acids with dimethylamine and 0–5 water molecules:

(a) (H2SO4)2 · (CH3)2NH, (b) (H2SO4)2 · (CH3)2NH · H2O,

(c) (H2SO4)2 · (CH3)2NH · (H2O)2, (d) (H2SO4)2 · (CH3)2NH ·

(H2O)3, (e) (H2SO4)2 · (CH3)2NH · (H2O)4, (f) (H2SO4)2 ·

(CH3)2NH ·(H2O)5.

at this level is found to contain an ion pair, whereas the

FPMD simulations at the same level predict no proton trans-

fer even for the H2SO4·(H2O)6 cluster. However, it should

be noted that previous quantum chemistry studies (Kurtén et

al., 2007b; Nadykto et al., 2007) predict an earlier onset of

proton transfer than e.g. the method used here, and that the

difference between different quantum chemical energy mod-

els is likely of the same order of magnitude as the difference

between static and dynamic simulations. Furthermore, in our

geometry optimizations on clusters without base molecules,

the protonation state of the sulfuric acid molecules (or corre-

sponding hydrogensulfate ions) typically did not change, but

remained the same as in the initial guess geometry. Thus,

intact molecules remained intact, and ion pairs remained as

ion pairs, regardless of the global minimum-energy geome-

try of the stoichiometry in question. This implies that the

phase-space sampling of the FPMD simulation may not be

complete (as cautioned in Anderson et al., 2008), and that

simulations starting from ion-pair geometries might have led

to different conclusions.

Nevertheless, the possibility that dynamic effects act to di-

minish the extent of proton transfer in small clusters is in-

triguing, and should be kept in mind during the analysis of

our results. In terms of the acid addition energetics presented

above, the lack of proton transfer in all H2SO4·NH3·(H2O)x

(x<7) clusters suggested in Anderson et al. (2008) would

serve to make the addition of acid molecules to ammonia-

containing clusters somewhat more favorable than predicted

here for x≥2. On the other hand, the lack of a second

proton transfer (from acid to water) in all two-acid clusters

(as predicted in Anderson et al., 2008) would correspond-

ingly make the addition of acid molecules to both ammonia

and dimethylamine-containing clusters somewhat less favor-

Fig. 7. The free energy change 1G of addition of one H2SO4

molecule to the clusters containing one sulfuric acid and 0–5 water

molecules. AW: clusters with only sulfuric acid and water; AWN:

clusters containing one sulfuric acid and an ammonia molecule;

AWD: clusters containing one sulfuric acid and a dimethylamine

molecule.

able for most clusters with x≥3. For the dimethylamine-

containing five-water cluster, acid addition might again be

somewhat more favorable than predicted here, since the par-

tial formation of SO2−
4 could be cancelled out by dynamic

effects. For the dry clusters (i.e. those containing no water),

the possible role of dynamic effects will not change the con-

clusions, as both methods (the static calculations presented

here and FPDM in Anderson et al., 2008) are in agreement

concerning the degree of proton transfer. As discussed in the

next section, the atmospheric relevance of our results is pri-

marily related to these clusters.

3.2 Hydration

The pattern of acid addition energetics seen in Fig. 7 is likely

to have interesting implications for the relative enhancement

of nucleation by amines compared to ammonia as a function

of relative humidity. To draw further conclusions, we need to

know how the number of water molecules in the clusters is

affected by the relative humidity. Towards this end, we have

calculated the equilibrium hydrate distributions, i.e. the equi-

librium fractions of the cluster “cores” (the non-aqueous part

of the clusters consisting of sulfuric acid and base molecules)

having a different number of water molecules attached to

them.

The number concentration of a hydrate, e.g. one H2SO4

with n water molecules can be given as (Noppel et al., 2002)

ρ(1,n) = K1K2 ···Kn

(

ρfree
water

ρ

)n

ρfree
H2SO4

, (2)

where Km are the equilibrium constants

Km = e−
1Gm
RT (3)
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with 1Gm the formation free energy of an m-hydrate formed

from one water molecule and (m−1)-hydrate, T the temper-

ature and R the molar gas constant, all in SI units. The free

monomer concentration of water is approximately given by

ρfree
water =

S

kBT
P

eq
water , (4)

where S is the saturation ratio (here S is defined as a ra-

tio of the proper partial pressure of the water vapor to the

saturation vapor pressure and thus the relative humidity is

defined as RH=100%×S), kB the Boltzmann constant in SI

units, T the temperature in Kelvins and P
eq
water the saturation

vapor pressure of water (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998) in Pas-

cals. This is a valid approximation, since the hydration of the

small clusters does not significantly affect the amount of free

water molecules available, as there are always several orders

of magnitude more water molecules in the atmosphere than

any other condensing species.

The reference concentration ρ can be given in terms of

some reference pressure P (here P=1 atm), the Boltzmann

constant kB and the temperature T as

ρ =
P

kBT
. (5)

As we are interested in the relative fractions of the different

hydrates of the cluster cores, the absolute concentrations of

the nonhydrated core clusters are not needed. For example, in

the particular case of hydration of one sulfuric acid molecule,

the concentration of free sulfuric acid ρfree
H2SO4

is eventually

cancelled out from the final expressions. Thus, the relative

concentration of some m-hydrate in this case is then given as

ρ(1,m)

ρtotal
H2SO4

=
ρ(1,m)

ρ(1,0)+ρ(1,1)+···+ρ(1,n)

=

K1K2 ···

(

S
P

eq
water

P

)m

1+K1S
P

eq
water

P
+···+K1K2 ···Kn

(

S
P

eq
water

P

)n , (6)

where the hydration level m can take values between 1 and

n, n being the amount of water molecules in the most exten-

sively hydrated case.

In all hydrate distribution calculations, we assume equilib-

rium conditions, and furthermore that all the sulfuric acid is

contained in the specific hydrates whose distribution is un-

der study. For instance, while calculating hydrate distribu-

tions for clusters of one sulfuric acid molecule and no base

molecules, we ignore all the other sulfuric acid-containing

clusters. Since the purpose of this calculation is to estimate

the hydration of different cluster “cores”, this approach is

justifiable.

To assess the extent of hydration in different circum-

stances, we calculated the hydrate distributions for the plain

sulfuric acid clusters (one and two acids) and for the clus-

ters containing either one or two acids together with one am-

monia or dimethylamine molecule, at different relative hu-

midities (RH) and temperatures. Assuming that the enthalpy

and entropy of cluster formation are fairly constant with re-

spect to the temperature, one can approximate the Gibbs

formation free energies at different temperatures based on

the values calculated at 298.15 K (and given in Table 2) as

1G(T ) = 1H(298.15K)−T 1S(298.15K). The tempera-

ture sensitivity of the hydrate distributions with constant rel-

ative humidity was observed to be weak. This is most likely

due to the opposed temperature-behaviour of the formation

free energy and the absolute water concentration. For in-

stance, lowering the temperature shifts the Gibbs free ener-

gies into more negative direction, and as such implies more

hydration. However, decreasing temperature also diminishes

the absolute water concentration, and to a large extent these

two competing effects cancel out, thus leaving the hydrate

distributions reasonably temperature-independent.

The sensitivity of the hydrate distributions to the relative

humidity is more noticeable and thus worth a more detailed

analysis. The general trend in all cases is more extensive

hydration with the growing RH, as expected, although all

the clusters do pose a different characteristics of hydration.

The hydrate distributions for all the studied core clusters are

presented in Figs. 8–10 for three values of the relative hu-

midity (20%, 50% and 80%) with a constant temperature of

298.15 K. This temperature does not represent the conditions

of the whole troposphere, but as mentioned, the hydrate dis-

tribution at constant RH does not significantly change upon

temperature changes of a few tens of degrees.

The plain sulfuric acid clusters – both the one- and two-

acid clusters – were most extensively hydrated, as can be

seen in Fig. 8. At most tropospherically reasonable condi-

tions (relative humidity and temperature), the total concen-

tration of sulfuric acid in these clusters was dispersed mainly

in the mono- and dihydrates. With increasing RH, the peak

of the distribution moves from unhydrated clusters to dihy-

drates in such a manner that unhydrated clusters dominate

only when the relative humidity is less that ten per cent.

The hydrate distributions for sulfuric acid calculated here are

fairly consistent with earlier high-level quantum chemistry

studies (Kurtén et al., 2007a) as well with experimental mea-

surements (Hanson and Eisele, 2000). However, it might be

possible that the methods used in this study underestimate

the extent of hydration slightly, at least in comparison with

Kurtén et al. (2007a) and Hanson and Eisele (2000).

The hydration patterns of clusters containing one sulfuric

acid with ammonia and one sulfuric acid with dimethylamine

are more interesting, as Fig. 9 reveals. The dimer complex

of sulfuric acid and ammonia hydrates quite effectively at

higher RH. More than 50% of the clusters are hydrated al-

ready with the relative humidities greater than 45%. As the

RH grows, the peak of the distribution shifts through dihy-

drate to trihydrate (RH>80%), bypassing almost completely

the monohydrate. This behavior can probably be explained

by considering the structure of the H2SO4·NH3·H2O clus-

ter: here the acid is still intact, as opposed to the two- and

three-water cases where the acid has dissociated, leading to
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Fig. 8. Hydrate distributions of clusters with one sulfuric acid molecule (left) and clusters with two sulfuric acid molecules (right) at three

different relative humidities. 1AxW≡ H2SO4·(H2O)x and 2AxW≡(H2SO4)2·(H2O)x. In all cases T =298.15 K.

	  

Fig. 9. Hydrate distributions of clusters with one sulfuric acid and ammonia (left) and clusters with one sulfuric acid and dimethylamine

(right) at three different relative humidities. 1A1NxW≡H2SO4·NH3·(H2O)x and 1A1DxW≡H2SO4·(CH3)2NH·(H2O)x. In all cases

T =298.15 K.

stronger bonding (cf. the acid addition discussion above). On

the other hand, the hydrate distribution of the sulfuric acid

and dimethylamine complex is virtually static with respect

to the changes in relative humidity and temperature. The

peak of the cluster distribution is in this case the monohy-

drate with a share of practically 100 per cent (cf. right panel

of the Fig. 9). This would suggest that the clusters consist-

ing of one sulfuric acid and dimethylamine will always bond

with just one water molecule regardless of how much wa-

ter actually is available. This also implies that at lower val-

ues of relative humidity (RH<45%), a single sulfuric acid

molecule bound to dimethylamine binds water slightly better

than a single sulfuric acid molecule bound to ammonia. One

reason for this might be the attractive dipole-dipole inter-

action between the acid-amine cluster ((CH3)2NH+
2 ·HSO−

4 )

and the water molecule, and the subsequent strong hydrogen

bonding (cf. the acid addition discussion above and the struc-

ture b) in Fig. 3). In the case of sulfuric acid and ammonia,

there is no strong dipole-dipole interaction between the clus-

ter and water, and as mentioned, the portion of acid-ammonia

monohydrate of the total acid concentration is negligible.

The hydrate distributions of the two-acid clusters with am-

monia and dimethylamine have yet different characteristics,

as is evident from the Fig. 10. The ammonia-containing dis-

tribution peaks at the monohydrate, whereas dimethylamine-

containing clusters stay almost completely dry. The behavior

of the former is in accordance with the acid addition discus-

sion: the complex of two sulfuric acids, ammonia and one

water molecule is the most strongly bound of all the two

acid-ammonia clusters considered in this study. In addition

to the first proton transfer reaction occurring at this hydra-

tion level, this particular structure has a convenient symme-

try with respect to the possible hydrogen bonds ammonia

can form to stabilize the cluster, i.e. ammonia is able to bind

the two acids and water strongly together (cf. structure b) in

Fig. 5). Similar reasoning explains also the two-acid distri-

bution with dimethylamine since the most energetically sta-

ble cluster is the unhydrated one. Structural reasons for this

are compelling: dimethylamine can bind two acids together

due to its ability to a form maximum of two hydrogen bonds

(cf. structure a) in Fig. 6). Including water molecules to this

complex means breaking some of the existing, “strong” hy-

drogen bonds, and it seems that the new bonding patterns

compensate this loss of binding energy only after the second
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Fig. 10. Hydrate distributions of clusters with two sulfuric acid and ammonia (left) and clusters with two sulfuric acid and dimethylamine

(right) at three different relative humidities. 2A1NxW≡(H2SO4)2·NH3·(H2O)x and 2A1DxW≡(H2SO4)2·(CH3)2NH·(H2O)x. In all cases

T =298.15 K.

proton transfer happens. For the second proton transfer to

take place, according to our calculations, there must be three

or more water molecules in the cluster (cf. the acid addition

discussion). Consequently, this requires very high supersatu-

rations. In order to have the fraction of the hydrated clusters

compatible to the unhydrated one, a relative humidity on the

order of 250% is required. This very strongly suggests that

the two-acid clusters with dimethylamine will remain unhy-

drated in all tropospherically relevant conditions.

It should be mentioned that the details of the hydrate dis-

tributions are quite sensitive to the vibrational frequencies

and thus to the particular scaling used, since the inaccuracies

in thermochemistry affect the hydrate distribution cumula-

tively. However, perhaps the most important result here, the

reluctance of the amine-containing two-acid cluster to hy-

drate, did not quantitatively change with different vibrational

scaling approaches.

3.3 Atmospheric relevance

Of course, the formation energetics do not solely govern the

cluster distributions in the atmosphere. Often the absolute

and relative concentrations of the species in question have

a large and more decisive role. The effect of concentration

on the cluster distributions can be estimated with the law of

mass balance (as done above for the case of water concen-

trations, see Eq. 6). For example, for the most probable two-

acid clusters with different bases, i.e. two sulfuric acids with

dimethylamine and no waters and two acids with ammonia

and one water molecule (at T =298.15 K and RH=50%, cf.

discussion above and Fig. 10), the ratio of concentrations can

be given as:

[(H2SO4)2 ·(CH3)2NH]

[(H2SO4)2 ·NH3 ·H2O]
=

[(CH3)2NH]

[NH3]

e− 11G
RT

[H2O]
, (7)

where 11G is the difference in the formation free energies

of the two clusters, that is,

11G ≡ 1G((H2SO4)2 ·(CH3)2NH)−1G( (H2SO4)2

· NH3 ·H2O ) , (8)

1G(X) being the formation free energy of the complex X, R

is the molar gas constant and T the temperature in Kelvins.

An expression for the concentration of water can be obtained

from Eqs. (4) and (5) as

[H2O] =
P

eq
water

P
S, (9)

where P
eq
water is the saturation vapor pressure of water, P ref-

erence pressure and S the saturation ratio.

There is typically more ammonia in the atmosphere than

there is dimethylamine, but an accurate quantitative assess-

ment is difficult due to the small number of amine measure-

ments. The relative abundance of different amines compared

to ammonia also varies significantly according to specific en-

vironmental conditions. For example, Sellegri et al. (2005)

have measured almost the same atmospheric concentrations

for trimethylamine and ammonia in boreal forest at SMEAR

II station (Hari and Kulmala, 2005), whereas in a recent study

in marine environment (Müller et al., 2009), concentrations

of diethyl- and dimethylamine were observed to be three or-

ders of magnitude smaller than that of ammonium, although

the amines still contributed non-negligibly to the total de-

tected nitrogen. However, in another marine environment

study during high biological activity (Facchini et al., 2008),

the same amines were measured to be considerably abun-

dant in the sub-micrometer aerosol particles, again indicat-

ing their possible importance in the secondary organic aersol

formation. Altogether, probably a realistic estimate for the

difference in the concentrations is between 1 to 4 orders of

magnitude. Using the formation free energies collected in the

Table 2 with the Eq. (7), one can obtain qualitative estimates

for the ratio of concentrations of (H2SO4)2·(CH3)2NH to

(H2SO4)2·NH3·H2O. These results are presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Ratio of concentrations of clusters of two sulfuric acids

with one dimethylamine to two sulfuric acids with one ammonia

and one water, as a function of the dimethylamine to ammonia con-

centration ratio. Equilibrium steady-state conditions are assumed

and T =298.15 K, P=1 atm and RH=50%.

[(H2SO4)2·(CH3)2NH]/

[(CH3)2NH]/[NH3] ratio [(H2SO4)2NH3H2O] ratio

1 1.2×1010

0.1 1.2×109

0.01 1.2×108

0.001 1.2×107

0.0001 1.2×106

0.00001 1.2×105

Table 3 reveals that dimethylamine-containing two-acid

clusters would clearly dominate the cluster distribution, even

when the (gas-phase) amine concentration is only a thou-

sandth or less of the ammonia concentration. Of course, the

results in the Table 3 should be taken only as a rough estimate

due to several approximations made in the calculation, as al-

ready mentioned during the discussion on hydration. Never-

theless, under the conditions where ammonia and the amine

are competing as a nucleation enhancing agents, the amine-

containing clusters are likely to prevail, at least until all the

available amine is consumed in the process.

The atmospheric relevance of the results presented in this

study is tied to the overall significance of ternary nucletion in

the atmosphere, which is still a subject of ongoing research.

According to some authors, the role of ternary nucleation of

sulfuric acid, ammonia and water is negligible (Yu, 2006),

whereas other approaches (Korhonen et al., 1999; Napari et

al., 2002; Anttila et al., 2005) give varying predictions for the

ternary nucleation rates. Jung et al. (2009) have shown that

the ternary nucleation model of Napari et al. (2002) can be

used as a basis of successful prediction of particle formation

rates in Pittsburg, US.

However, rigorous ab initio based nucleation parameteri-

zations for atmospherically relevant compounds are still to be

constructed and a subtle caution should be maintained while

drawing conclusions in the light of the current theoretical re-

sults for the nucleation rates. On the other hand, nucleation

rates do not necessarily reveal all the details: aerosol particle

formation might be a two-step process, involving formation

of very stable molecular clusters with diameters below two

nanometers and their subsequent growth to observable sizes

under favourable conditions (Kulmala et al., 2000, 2007). In

this scenario, amines, such as dimethylamine, are particu-

larly good candidates for the nucleation enhancement and

stabilization of the small atmospheric clusters.

4 Conclusions

We have investigated the hydration (by up to five wa-

ter molecules) of clusters consisting of 1–2 sulfuric acid

molecules with either an ammonia or a dimethylamine

molecule by computational means. The formation energetics

and structures of the abovementioned clusters were explored

using quantum chemistry. Also, the equilibrium hydrate dis-

tributions for the plain one- and two-acid clusters, single acid

clusters with either ammonia or dimethylamine, and clusters

of two sulfuric acids with either one of the bases were calcu-

lated.

The results indicate that (a) dimethylamine enhances the

growth of the cluster along the sulfuric acid axis much

more effectively than ammonia when the number of water

molecules in the cluster is either zero or greater than two,

and (b) in all tropospherically reasonable conditions the two-

acid clusters with dimethylamine remain almost completely

unhydrated. Thus, it is very likely that dimethylamine assists

sulfuric acid nucleation much more efficiently than ammonia

in all tropospherical circumstances. However, calculations

on larger clusters (containing both more acids and multiple

bases) are still required to determine the size of the critical

cluster in sulfuric acid – dimethylamine nucleation.
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